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Ttided for that purpose on the front
of an engine."

Red flags sire never used on the
front of an engine. Red lights are
used when an engine is running
backward pushing a train. The
lights are placed on the pilot. Your
for correct signals. Frank Martin,
1131 E. 67th st

DEATH, PROGRESS AND COUR-

AGE. Death is the extinction of life,
but whether our departure from this
earth is the extinction of all life has
never been ascertained by any living
person. We know that here we are
little, tiny atoms, trying to do our bit
to keep the ball rolling, which means
that some are producing by hard la-

bor what the world needs and others
are living on what they produce.

We know that when our strength
and usefulness give out we are
pushed into the beyond. Our part
has been played, and whether good
or bad we are no longer seen on
earth.

We are then dead as far as living
here is concerned and what is sup-

posed to be the beyond should not
deter from doing good to the world
and humanity.

Some live in the hopes of going to
a better field when they go from here,
yet they do their best to deprive the
poor deserving ones of their just dues
here, where we all should be just and
fair.

Elimination of poverty and crime
can only be accomplished through a
change of the entire system or the
building of a safer and cleaner soci-
ety.

Progress means advancement and
it applies to anything, yet unless
every man, woman and child can
have the full benefit of their labor we
cannot say that we have real progress
and advanced religion and civiliza-
tion. Folks who claim to be for the
good of suffering humanity, but se

are for the money, condemn
their souls if there is such a thing
as a soulr And this does not apply
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to preachers only. I hate to say this
of anyone, but it is true.

Through their perfidy many who
claim little, but need and deserve
much, suffer. Love and fear God is
the doctrine they preach to the poor,
who have neither enough to eat or
wear. Why is it that all are not al-

lowed to live, both the poor and the
rich? What we fear we have just
cause to hate, and what we love we
will not hate nor fear.

If carbolic acid was good to drink
we'd drink it, but as it is poison we
both fear and hate it.

Keeping the poor in ignorance and
robbing of their divine rights, which
include liberty, food, shelter and
necessary enjoyment, is the greatest
of all crimes and is the greatest
crime itself. Let them go to church
and worship God the way they want
to, but in heaven's name let them
give us the faithless ones

this day a chance to earn our daily
bread, which we more than earned
before.

I feel sorry for poor "Worried," but
what can I do but advise her along
with the rest of the discouraged not
to be discouraged. There is a way
out of almost every difficulty and if
you think this often enough it will
give you a mental boost

Some man-ma- laws are rigid and
unjust, but I hardly believe that any
judge or jury would convict a girl for
taking a husband after not hearing of
the one who had left her for so many
years. I hope not Frank Smith.

SAYS IT WAS MILTON. I have
viewed with alarm the mixing of
green flag signals by our switchmen
of The Open Forum, and, being a
sticker for exactitude, I am sorely
grieved that there should be any un-
certainty among the literati as to the
authorship of the "Barefoot Boy."

"Doc" doubtless considers he has
bestowed a boon upon suffering hu
manity by telling us "if not Whittier,
then Shakespeare or Bacon was its
author.," But "Doc," like tbe-oti-
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